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Abstract. Recently an algorithm to identify in the limit with polyno-
mial time and data Left Deterministic Linear Languages (Left DLL) and,
consequently Right DLL, was proposed. In this paper we show that the
class of the Left-Right DLLformed by the union of both classes is also
identifiable. To do that, we introduce the notion of n-negative character-
istic sample, that is a sample that forces an inference algorithm to output
an hypothesis of size bigger than n when strings from a non identifiable
language are provided.
An important subclass of the linear languages is that of the Left Determin-
istic Linear Languages (Left DLL or LDLL) [1]. They are generated by Left
Deterministic Linear Grammars such that the next rule to use in the parsing of
a string is determined by observing the leftmost terminal in the unparsed part
of the string. Regular languages, {anbn | n ≥ 0} and {ambncn | n,m ≥ 0} are
some examples of languages in the class, while {anbncm | n,m ≥ 0} is not.
The class formed by the reversals of the languages in LDLL is called the
Right DLL (RDLL) and can be defined in a symmetrical way in which LDLL
are defined. The regular languages, {anbn | n ≥ 0} and {anbncm | n,m ≥ 0} are
examples of languages in the class.
Recently [1] it was showed that the class of the LDLL can be identified in
the limit from polynomial time and data. Obviously, the class of the RDLL can
be identified just by reversing the strings before to introduce them on the LDLL
inference algorithm.
In this paper we propose a new class of languages, the Left-Right DLL
(LRDLL), formed by the union of LDLL and RDLL. We show that this class
can be identified in the limit from polynomial time and data.
In ref. [1] was defined an algorithm LDLGA(·) that identifies the LDLG. Re-
minding that RDLL = LDLLR. Then, it is easy to build an algorithm RDLGA(·)
for RDLG such that RDLGA(S) = (LDLGA(SR))R.
Now, for LRDLL let us define an algorithm (LRDLGA) that given a sample
S, computes LDLGA(S) and RDLGA(S), and returns the hypothesis grammar
with a lower number of non terminals.
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If the target language is in LDLL − RDLL and the sample is big enough,
LDLGA will provide the canonical LDLG for the language, but the RDLGA is
going to produce bigger and bigger grammars as the sample grows. Then there
has to exist a point when the correct hypothesis will be output.
The case when the language is in RDLL−LDLL is similar. When the target
is in both classes, LRDLGA outputs the smaller of both representations.
Now, in order to show the identification in the limit from polynomial time
and data, we have to show the existence of a polynomial characteristic set. The
idea is to find a sample such that, if the language is not in the class it forces the
algorithm to output an hypothesis with size bigger that a given parameter. Let
us formalize this idea:
Definition 1 (n-negative characteristic sample). Let φ(·) an inference al-
gorithm that identifies in the limit the class of languages L in terms of the class of
grammars G, let a language L 6∈ L, C = (C+, C−) is a n-negative characteristic
sample of L (n-NCS) for φ if ∀I = (I+, I−) : C+ ⊆ I+, C− ⊆ I−, ‖φ(I)‖ ≥ n.
In our case, we are going to use the number of non terminals as the size of
a grammar. Then, if we can show that for every language in LDLL−RDLL (or
RDLL − LDLL) with n non terminals we can find a polynomial size (n + 1)-
NCS for RDLGA (LDLGA), the union of the characteristic sample for LDLGA
(RDLGA) of the language with the (n+ 1)-NCS will be a polynomial size char-
acteristic sample for the LRDLGA.
Let us show that this polynomial size n-NCS exists. Following the notation
in [1] it is not hard to prove the next proposition and theorem:
Proposition 1. Let L 6∈ LDLL and let n ∈ IN. As L 6∈ LDLL we know that
| SpL | is infinite, let SpLn be the n smaller x ∈ SpL. Let S = (S+, S−) be a
sample of L, S is an n-negative characteristic sample (n-NCS) for LRDLGA if:
1. ∀x ∈ SpLn ∀a ∈ Σ : xa ∈ Pr(L)⇒ ∃xaw ∈ S+
2. ∀x ∈ SpLn ∀a ∈ Σ : CSFL(xa) 6= ∅ ⇒ tailS+(xa) = tailL(xa)
3. ∀x, y ∈ SpLn ∀a ∈ Σ : CSFL(xa) 6= ∅ ∧ xa 6≡L y ⇒
∃v : xav tailL(xa) ∈ S+ ∧ yv tailL(y) ∈ S− ∨
∃v : yv tailL(y) ∈ S+ ∧ xav tailL(xa) ∈ S−
4. ∀x ∈ SpLn : x tailL(x) ∈ L⇒ x tailL(x) ∈ S+
Theorem 1. For any L 6∈ LDLL there is an n-negative characteristic sample
of polynomial size.
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